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Cooperation, ubiquitous in nature, is difficult to explain from an evolutionary perspective.
Many modeling studies strive to resolve this challenge, but their simplifying assumptions
on population and interaction structure are rarely met in ecological settings. Here we
use a modeling approach that includes more ecological detail to investigate evolution
of cooperation in spatially self-organized mussel beds. Mussels cooperate with each
other through aggregative movement and attachment using byssal threads. These
cooperative behaviors shape the spatial structure of the mussel bed, which can range
from scattered distributions to labyrinth-like patterns and dense mussel clumps. The
spatial pattern in turn impacts an individual’s fitness at two levels: (i) proper attachment to
neighboring individuals decreases predation risk, and (ii) attachment to a sufficiently large
group prevents dislodgement by wave stress. Without this second level of selection, our
simulations do typically not result in evolutionary attractors that lead to the labyrinth-like
spatial patterns that are characteristic for natural mussel beds. Yet, when group-level
selection is included, labyrinth-like patterns emerge under a wide range of conditions.
Our model demonstrates that multiple selection factors working at different spatial
scales – predation of individuals and dislodgement of entire mussel clumps – combinedly
determine evolution of cooperative traits in mussels and thereby result in emergence of
the labyrinth-like spatial patterns that we observe in natural mussel beds.
Keywords: cooperation, group-level selection, eco-evolutionary dynamics, joint evolution, aggregative
movement, individual-based model

INTRODUCTION
Fighting the elements is a challenging task that is frequently best achieved by cooperation. Under
harsh environmental conditions, many organisms join forces to reduce predation risk, locate
resources, or build shelters. Although cooperative behavior is widespread throughout nature,
cooperation can potentially be exploited by free-riders that benefit but do not contribute (e.g., West
et al., 2007; Van Dyken and Wade, 2012). This “paradox of cooperation” has fascinated theoreticians
and empirical biologists alike, making the evolutionary emergence and stability of cooperation one
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due to evolution by natural selection. Within a generation,
individuals move and attach to each other, leading to pattern
formation, which in turn affects dislodgement risk by predation
and wave stress. These short-term processes are explicitly
represented in individual-based simulations. The long-term
simulations subsequently allow us to estimate the fitness
consequences for a spectrum of heritable strategies. These fitness
estimates will subsequently be used to predict the outcome of
adaptive evolution.

of the most intensely studied questions in biology (Lehmann and
Keller, 2006; West et al., 2007, 2008).
Theoretical and empirical studies demonstrate that the
evolution of cooperation has many interesting facets, and that
a multitude of factors (such as spatial structure, relatedness,
reciprocity, and punishment) are of potential relevance for
resolving the paradox of cooperation (Dugatkin, 1997; Nowak
and Sigmund, 2005; Foster and Wenseleers, 2006; Lion and van
Baalen, 2008; Clutton-Brock, 2009; Archetti et al., 2011; Bourke,
2011; Raihani et al., 2012). Adding to the list, we demonstrate
that multi-scale selection – selection occurring at different spatial
scales – can lead to cooperative efforts in self-organized mussel
beds, which results in the emergence of labyrinth-like patterns.
We developed and analyzed a mechanistic model for
investigating cooperation between mussels in self-organized
mussel beds. Mussels partake in a social dilemma similar to
a Snowdrift game (Doebeli and Hauert, 2005); they benefit
from their own as well as other’s aggregative movements
and byssal attachments (De Jager et al., 2017). Mussels live
in a harsh environment where they compete for food while
risking dislodgement by wave stress and predation by birds
and other animals (Bertness and Grosholz, 1985; Hunt and
Scheibling, 2001, 2002; Van de Koppel et al., 2005). In
order to survive, mussels move into aggregations and affix
themselves to neighboring conspecifics using byssus threads
(a glue-like substance; Maas Geesteranus, 1942). Mussels that
are well secured to neighbors are less likely to be predated
than conspecifics with fewer attached neighbors. Furthermore,
large clumps of attached mussels have a smaller chance to
become dislodged by wave stress than smaller clumps. While the
individual-level struggle against predation may be considered as
by-product mutualism, cooperation between multiple individuals
is required to actively decrease the risk of wave stress dislodging
entire mussel clumps (Dugatkin et al., 1992).
To understand the evolution of cooperation in mussel beds,
we developed an individual-based model (IBM) that considers
the joint evolution of several traits, the emergence of spatial
structure, and the resulting multi-scale selection in a population
with dynamic group structure. In a first step, we simulated
within-generation ecological processes using an IBM. In a second
step, we determined the two-dimensional selection gradients
for the joint evolution of attachment and movement across
generations. Based on these selection gradients, we then studied
how the evolutionary dynamics of attachment and movement
were affected by environmental factors, such as food availability,
predation risk, and wave action. We compared simulations with
and without predation to those including and excluding the
effects of wave action to examine the importance of these different
selection factors.

Movement and Attachment
In natural mussel beds, young mussels move around until
they have aggregated into a labyrinth-like pattern. Such a
pattern may be viewed as an optimal compromise between
minimizing predation pressure and wave stress (requiring dense
local aggregation) on the one hand and avoidance of dense
aggregations to minimize competition (requiring low competitor
density at a larger scale) on the other hand (Van de Koppel et al.,
2005, 2008). As shown in Van de Koppel et al. (2008), a selforganized labyrinth-like pattern can emerge from the movements
of individual mussels that follow the rule to leave their spot
if (a) the mussel density in their local “attachment range” (the
range where mussels can affix themselves to conspecifics and
thereby find protection from predation and wave stress) is too
low, or if (b) the mussel density in the larger “competition range”
(the range where mussels experience competition for food from
others) is too high.
Here, we adopt this model of aggregative movement. Three
parameters of this model are kept fixed at values that were
estimated from experimental data (Van de Koppel et al., 2008; De
Jager et al., 2011): the size of the attachment range (1.1 cm ø),
the size of the competition range (3.3 cm ø), and the competition
threshold density (0.7 cm−2 ; determining whether a mussel will
stay or leave in order to avoid competition). In contrast, the
attachment threshold density τ (determining whether a mussel
will stay or leave in order to find a denser cluster of conspecifics)
is an evolving parameter in our model. As illustrated in Figure 1,
the value of τ strongly affects the spatial distribution of mussels
in the mussel bed.
More specifically, our IBM considers 1600 individuals with
a cross-section of 1 cm that are initially spread evenly on a
50 × 50 cm surface. Within a generation, there are 500 decision
moments, where each individual has to make a movement or an
attachment decision. At a decision moment, the “local density”
(i.e., the density of mussels within the attachment range of
1.1 cm ø) and the “long-range density” (i.e., the density of
mussels within the competition range of 3.3 cm ø) are calculated
for each individual. These densities are compared with the
competition threshold density (0.7 individuals/cm2 ) and the
attachment threshold density (the heritable parameter τ). If the
local density is lower than the attachment threshold density, or if
the long-range density is higher than the competition threshold
density, the individual moves away in search for a better location.
Those individuals that move away make a step in a random
direction, where the step length is drawn from a truncated power
law distribution, as the movement of solitary mussels can be
approximated by a Lévy walk (De Jager et al., 2011). Whenever

METHODS
Our model implicitly includes two time scales: a short time
scale (within generations) at which behavioral and ecological
processes take place; and a longer time scale (across generations)
at which the heritable characteristics of a population change
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FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the cooperative network (Top) and patterns (Bottom) generated by mussel populations with different combinations of the movement
threshold τ and the attachment rate α. In the cooperative networks shown in the top panels, red dots correspond to individual mussels and black arrows indicate
byssal attachments. Here, α = 1. In scattered distributions, a low number of direct neighbors is attached to a mussel, while it is part of a large group. In contrast,
mussels in dense clumps are attached to many direct neighbors, yet their group size is limited. In labyrinth-like patterns, both group size and number of direct
attachments are intermediate, thereby compromising safety against individual-level predation and group-level dislodgement by wave stress. Different spatial patterns
emerge, ranging from random distributions, to labyrinths and dense clumps, for different combinations of α and τ. When α < 0.2, the population does not survive
under most levels of environmental stress. The bottom panel was created by joining the final mussel distributions of 5 · 5 simulations. As such, it holds a too large
number of mussels to clearly show that scattered distributions are indeed scattered. Each black dot represents a single mussel; individual byssal attachments are
not illustrated here.

a moving individual encounters a conspecific, the move ends
prematurely (De Jager et al., 2014). With 1600 individuals in our
model environment, we simulate a natural mussel density. At
higher mussel densities in such a torus-shaped space, modeled
mussels cannot generate patterns; the density would remain
higher than the competition threshold density and individuals
would continuously move to find a less dense location. At lower
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mussel densities, only small, scattered clumps are generated, as
the space between aggregated mussel clusters would be too large
to bridge using byssal threads (De Jager et al., 2017).
Mussel beds are regularly threatened by wave stress, currents,
and predation. Because dislodged mussels are less efficient
filter feeders and are more prone to predation (Hunt and
Scheibling, 2001), we assume that they have a lower survival
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a single parameter n50 that corresponds to the number of
attached neighbors required for a 50% survival probability (see
Supplementary Appendix S1 for details). This parameter can
be viewed as a measure of predation risk: the higher the risk,
the more attachments are necessary to achieve 50% survival.
Close attachment to immediate neighbors can protect against
predation, if predators have a preference for loosely attached food
that can be picked up and eaten at a faster rate.
Attachment to neighbors can, however, have an additional
effect. The totality of individuals that are connected by byssus
threads forms a network, which – depending on the spatial
configuration of the mussels – can be quite large. All the mussels
sticking together form a clump, and it is plausible that larger
clumps can be less easily dislodged and washed away by the action
of waves than smaller clumps. To investigate this hypothesis, we
performed a simple field experiment on an intertidal flat near
the island of Schiermonnikoog, Netherlands (53◦ 470 N 6◦ 210 E).
We collected mussels from an existing mussel bed and relocated
them to create 80 groups of 1, 3, 10, and 30 mussels. Groups
were placed parallel to the shoreline with a minimum distance of
10 cm between groups. Two days after the start of the experiment,
we recorded the presence and absence of groups. As shown in
Figure 2, there was a clear positive relationship between the
size of a group and the probability of finding the group back
after 48 h (Chi-square test of independence: χ2 = 14.4, df = 3,
p = 0.002). Due to wave stress and strong currents, small groups of
mussels are apparently more easily dislodged from the sediment
and removed from their original location than larger clumps.
Dislodgement of mussel clusters is likely to decrease the
survival chance of all mussels within the detached clump. We
incorporated this effect by assuming that overall survival has two

chance than properly affixed individuals. In order to reduce the
risk of dislodgement, mussels produce byssus threads to attach
themselves to conspecifics. In the model, individuals can attach
byssus threads to neighbors in their attachment range (1.1 cm
ø). If an individual does not move during a simulation step and
if suitable neighbors are present, it attaches itself to a random
neighbor with probability α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). This parameter is
a heritable strategy that can be interpreted as the attachment
tendency of a mussel (De Jager et al., 2017).
A trade-off exists between movement and attachment: while
moving, an individual cannot attach, and attached individuals
cannot move away because of their binds. As real mussels are
able to remove some of the byssus threads attached to them,
the individuals in our model can destroy the attachment in a
decision moment and move away in a subsequent one if they
are attached with a single byssus thread only. To put some
boundaries to our model, each individual can attach a maximum
of 50 byssus threads to its neighbors within the 500 time steps of
each simulation run. No additional byssus threads are produced
once this maximum is reached.
Due to this trade-off, spatial genetic structure might occur in
mussel beds consisting of individuals with different attachment
or movement strategies (see Supplementary Tables S1, S2). For
example, low byssus producing mussels cluster more together
than high byssus producing individuals when the value of
the movement strategy is low (τ < 0.5), because these low
byssus producing mussels are less restricted by potential byssal
attachments and can therefore move further into aggregations.

Evolutionarily Stable Movement and
Attachment Strategies
All these actions have their costs and benefits in terms of
Darwinian fitness. Moving into a patterned distribution takes
energy, but also helps an individual in finding conspecifics to
attach to. Consequently, attaching to a neighbor requires the
production of a byssus thread, but can improve a mussel’s
survival. We assume that fitness corresponds to expected lifetime
reproductive success of a semelparous organism, that is, to the
product of the probability to survive until reproduction (S) and
expected fecundity (F) once reproductive age has been reached.
As the number of individuals per generation is fixed at 1600,
reproduction is modeled as a weighed stochastic process based
on relative fitness. Although mussels are not truly semelparous,
mussel seeds are dispersed by the water flow over long distances
and are unlikely to settle down in the parental mussel bed,
but will establish a new bed elsewhere. Assuming semelparity
substantially simplifies the model, while it does not affect the
outcomes qualitatively. We further assume that fecundity is
reduced by the total costs of movement and the total costs
of attachment (see Supplementary Appendix S1 for details),
that the probability to survive predation (SP(N ) ) is positively
related to the number N of neighbors an individual is connected
with via byssus threads, and that the probability to survive
dislodgement risk by wave stress (SW(G) ) is positively related
to the clump size (G). To be more specific, we assume that
SP(N ) is a logistic function of N, which is characterized by
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FIGURE 2 | Effect of clump size on the dislodgement of mussel clumps in a
field experiment. Small clumps were dislodged significantly more often than
large clumps.
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components: survival of predation SP(N) that depends on the
number N of attached neighbors as described above; and survival
of dislodgement by wave action SW(G) that is positively related
to the size G of the group (clump) to which an individual is
attached. A group is specified as the number of mussels that is
directly and indirectly linked to the focal individual (including
itself). We assume that SW(G) is a logistic function of G. We
examine three different scenarios: (i) survival is just given by
surviving predation events (S = SP(N ) ), (ii) survival is affected
only by wave action (S = SW(G) ), and (iii) survival is given
by the geometric mean of surviving predation and wave action
(S = SP(N ) 0.5 · SW(G) 0.5 ; see Supplementary Appendix S1).
The above considerations allow us to calculate in each withingeneration simulation a fitness value for each genotype, where
genotypes are characterized by the combination of a movement
strategy τ and an attachment strategy α. Subsequently, these
fitness values can be used for making evolutionary predictions.

To determine the type of pattern produced by the attracting
strategy (i.e., “scattered,” “labyrinth,” or “dense clumps”), we
calculated the average ratio between local and long-range density
(µd ) as well as its variance (σd ). We consider a mussel bed
“scattered” when the average ratio between local and long-range
density is low (µd < 1.3), “labyrinth-like” when this average is
high (µd ≥ 1.3) and the average minus the variance is high
(µd –σd ≥ 1.05), and “clumped” when µd ≥ 1.3 and µd –
σd < 1.05. In comparison to natural mussel beds, we recorded
the positions of real mussels in a natural, labyrinth-like mussel
bed in the Wadden Sea and found similar results (µd = 1.33
and µd – σd = 1.06). We assumed that the population goes
extinct when α ≤ 0.2, as too little attachments are made in
these situations for sufficient survival at most environmental
stress levels. We have no direct information on where the actual
threshold value should lie in natural populations, as it will vary
for each bed and even location within a bed depending on
environmental settings.

Two-Dimensional Selection Gradients
To get a picture of the selective forces acting on the two
strategies, we need to determine the local vector field of selection
gradients in the fitness landscape. To this end, we performed
100 replicate within-generation simulations for all combinations
of 21 equidistant values of τ (0 ≤ τ ≤ 1) and 21 equidistant
values of α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) as follows. We simulated mussel
bed formation with a population consisting of 1592 residents
and 8 mutants. The residents were characterized by a resident
movement threshold density τ and resident attachment strategy
α, whereas the mutants differed in their strategy from the
residents with respect to the movement strategy (τ+ or τ− ),
the attachment strategy (α+ or α− ), or both, resulting in eight
possible mutant strategies (i.e., τ− α− , τ− α, τ− α+ , τα− , τα+ ,
τ+ α− , τ+ α, τ+ α+ ). After 500 simulation steps, the moved
distance, number of byssal attachments, number of attached
neighbors, and group size were recorded for each mutant and a
random resident. We determined the relative fitness of the eight
mutant strategies. As we assume no genetic covariance between
mutations in τ and α, we could obtain the local selection gradient
by a linear regression of these fitness values for each resident trait
combination (see Supplementary Appendix S2).
Following the selection gradients of the 21 · 21 = 441 different
combinations of resident movement strategy and attachment
strategy, we explored the locations of joint evolutionary
attractors. These joint attractors are points within the twodimensional trait-space where both τ and α are evolutionary
attractors which cannot be destabilized by any upcoming small
mutation in the movement strategy and/or the attachment
strategy (Leimar, 2009; Brown and Taylor, 2010). We localized
these attractors by iterating evolution of the two traits, starting
from all simulated trait combinations. As (i) each initial resident
trait combination evolves toward one of the joint attractors,
(ii) each attracting strategy produces a characteristic selforganized spatial pattern (Figure 1), and (iii) assuming that
an original resident population could have had any of the 441
different strategies, we are able to record the probability of
evolving strategies that produce labyrinth-like patterns similar to
what we observe in nature.
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RESULTS
Below, we outline the general outcome of analyses predicting
what evolutionary attractor would evolve as a function of
the costs associated with movement and attachment. First, we
describe the general trends in the relation between evolutionary
dynamics predicted by the model and the spatial patterns that are
associated with these evolutionary attractors. Second, we focus on
the differences in the predictions when predation of individuals
or dislodgement of entire clumps by wave action would dominate,
and when both risks are present.
Analysis of the model revealed that a variety of qualitatively
different evolutionary outcomes are possible under a wide range
of conditions. As we discussed earlier, the pattern that is
generated in a self-organized mussel bed strongly depends on
the movement threshold density and the level of attachment
(Figure 1). For low values of the movement threshold density,
the population is homogeneously distributed, even more so at
high levels of attachment (as attachment prevents movement).
At intermediate levels of aggregative movement, labyrinthlike patterns are produced, and high movement threshold
densities give rise to dense mussel clumps. Within the range
of parameter combinations that we examined, we found four
qualitatively different evolutionary outcomes (Table 1 and
Figure 3): extinction of the population (when the average
fitness is extremely low, Figure 3A), emergence of scattered
distributions (Figure 3B), evolution of labyrinth-producing traits
(Figure 3C), and formation of dense clumps (Figure 3D).
When we only allow predation to shape mussel evolution, the
model predicts that quite different movement and attachment
strategies will evolve, depending on attachment and movement
costs, which produce a variety of spatial patterns (Figure 4
top panels, Table 1). When the costs of attachment (κ2 ) are
low, strategies will evolve that result in spatial patterns ranging
from isolated clumps via labyrinth-like patterns to scattered
distributions with increasing costs of movement (κ1 ). When
attachment costs are high, mussels will inevitably develop an
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predation and wave stress. Hence, assuming multiple stressors
working at different spatial scales rather than selection at only
one spatial scale considerably increases the parameter space in
which labyrinth-like patterns can emerge, similar to those found
in real-world mussel beds.
First, we systematically varied the cost parameters of the
model, keeping the parameters quantifying the harshness of the
environment constant (n50 = 20 and g 50 = 200). Conversely,
we now vary the environmental parameters, keeping the cost
parameters constant (κ1 = 0.001 and κ2 = 0.01; Figure 5). When
wave stress is low to intermediate (g 50 . 100), evolutionary
attractors result in labyrinth-like patterns for low (n50 . 5) and
high (n50 & 15) levels of predation risk, and in dense clumps
at intermediate levels of predation. When wave stress is high
(g50 & 100), scattered distributions and labyrinth-like patterns
are produced at low levels of predation, dense clumps emerge at
intermediate levels of predation, and high levels of predation risk
result in scattered distributions. Overall, evolution of labyrinthproducing traits appears to be well represented within the
parameter space (Figure 5), indicating that multiple selection
mechanisms working at different spatial scales – predation
of individuals and dislodgement of entire mussel clumps by
wave action – may explain the prevalence of labyrinth-like
patterns in mussel beds.

TABLE 1 | Each set of parameters brings about different selection gradients,
resulting in different evolutionary attractors and corresponding emergent
spatial patterns.
Patterns

% Occurrence
Predation

Wave stress

Predation and

only

only

wave stress

Extinct

18.11

23.78

20.33

Scattered

18.78

48.00

29.11

Labyrinth

30.78

26.44

47.11

Clumped

31.89

0.00

1.22

Here we show the percentage of occurrences of the four qualitatively different
outcomes of 900 simulations with predation only, wave stress only, and with both
predation and wave stress. κ 1 and κ 2 value combinations are similar to those
depicted in Figure 5 (ranging between 0.0001 and 0.1), n50 = 20, g50 = 200.

attachment strategy of full defection that – in the end – will not
allow them to survive.
When only dislodgement of entire mussel clumps by wave
action would determine the co-evolution of attachment and
movement strategies, the results change radically (Figure 4
middle panels, Table 1). Particularly, the parameter space in
which clumped patterns emerge is drastically reduced (from
31.89% to 0%); instead, these combinations of movement
and attachment costs now give rise to scattered distributions
and labyrinth-like patterns. Low attachment costs produce
evolutionary attractors that cause the emergence of scattered
distributions. Intermediate attachment costs produce attractors
that give rise to scattered distributions at high movement costs,
and labyrinth-like patterns at lower movement costs. Similar to
the model with selection by individual predation only, extremely
high movement costs result in extinction of the population.
After considering selection by predation and wave action
separately, we now examine results of model simulations where
we assume both the local-scale predation effect and the largescale impact of wave action to be equally important (Figure 4
bottom panels, Table 1). Again, the most substantial difference
with the two earlier models can be found in the parameter space
where both costs of movement and attachment are relatively low.
Whereas dense clumps emerge here in models with selection
by predation only, and scattered distributions or labyrinth-like
patterns arise in models with selection by wave action only,
labyrinth-like patterns dominate this part of the parameter space
when both stressors are included. Overall, dense mussel clumps
become a highly unlikely evolutionary outcome when wave stress
is included in the model (Table 1: from 31.89% in simulations
with predation only, to 0.00 and 1.22% in simulations with wave
stress only or that include both predation and wave stress).
Scattered distributions, which form the largest groups but with
the lowest numbers of direct neighbors, are most common in
simulations with wave stress only (48.00%); they are a far less
common outcome of simulations with predation only (18.78%) or
with both stressors included (29.11%). A striking result is that the
parameter space in which labyrinth-producing traits evolve has
increased from 26.44 and 30.78% in simulations with wave stress
or predation only, to 47.11% in simulations that include both
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DISCUSSION
We present an eco-evolutionary analysis that demonstrates that
selection processes at multiple spatial scales can considerably
affect the evolution of self-organizing behaviors in animals.
Using the joint evolution of mussel movement and attachment
strategies as a model system, we show that the interplay
of ecological (spatial pattern formation determining selection
gradients) and evolutionary processes (adaptive changes in the
parameters determining the process of pattern formation) are
critical in explaining both specific adaptations of the mussels
and the spatial structure of the mussel bed. The comparison of
selection by predation of individuals, dislodgement of mussel
clumps by wave action, and selection by both predation and wave
stress revealed the importance of including all levels of selection
in the model, in order to explain eco-evolutionary feedback
processes and their consequences.
Our simulations demonstrate that labyrinth-producing traits
evolve for many parameter combinations, when both local and
large-scale selection processes are considered. These results can
easily be explained by the structure of labyrinth-like mussel beds,
which provide the optimal compromise between local attachment
to neighboring conspecifics and a sufficiently large clump size.
Our results provide a potential explanation for the prevalence
of the labyrinth-like patterns that are characteristic for natural
mussel beds, emphasizing the power of real-world-based models
rather than more simplified, general models in providing insight
in evolutionary processes in nature.
For our model, we made use of many previous
studies that provided a rather detailed picture of mussel
movement and spatial self-organization of mussel beds
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FIGURE 3 | Effect of cost of movement (κ1 ) and cost of attachment (κ2 ) on the joint evolution of mussel movement and attachment strategies. The red dots
correspond to the joint evolutionary attractors and the arrows indicate the direction of evolution. No arrows are shown when the mutants and residents have zero
fitness difference. In panel (A), the population goes extinct, as the attachment strategy evolves to full defection (κ1 = 0.01 and κ2 = 0.1). In panel (B), scattered
distributions emerge after joint evolution of mussel movement and attachment (κ1 = 0.1 and κ2 = 0.01). In panel (C), labyrinth-producing trait combinations evolve
(κ1 = 0.0015, κ2 = 0.0015). In panel (D) dense clumps emerge after evolution toward the evolutionary attractor (κ1 = 0.0001 and κ2 = 0.01).

predictions. Yet, we hope that it provides interesting qualitative
insights into how eco-evolutionary feedbacks shape the spatial
structure of mussel beds.
Our modeling approach contrasts with previous evolutionary
models of cooperation in various respects, such as emergent
versus given spatial structuring, multivariate versus univariate
evolution, and emergent versus imposed levels of selection. First,
we model spatial population structure as resulting from the
mussels’ self-organized aggregative movements and attachments
rather than as an imposed structure. The spatial structure in

(e.g., Van de Koppel et al., 2008; De Jager et al., 2011, 2014).
This allowed us to take over parameters of the movement
model that are well supported by experimental and field data
[i.e., the size of the attachment range (1.1 cm ø), the size
of the competition range (3.3 cm ø), and the competition
threshold density (0.7 cm−2 )]. Other aspects of our model
are less well supported. In particular, our assumptions on the
costs and benefits of movement and attachment are more
based on plausibility arguments than on empirical evidence.
For this reason, our model cannot yield specific, quantitative
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FIGURE 4 | Dependence of evolved spatial patterns on the cost parameters in case of predation only (Top; n50 = 20); wave stress only (Middle; g50 = 200); and the
joint action of predation and wave stress (Bottom; n50 = 20 and g50 = 200). Left, Middle, and Right panels show the evolved movement strategy (τ), the evolved
attachment strategy (α), and the emergent spatial pattern, respectively, for different combinations of movement cost (κ1 ) and attachment cost (κ2 ).

FIGURE 5 | Simulations with various combinations of predation risk (n50 ) and wave stress (g50 ) produce qualitatively different evolutionary outcomes. Left, Middle,
and Right panels show the evolved movement strategy (τ), the evolved attachment strategy (α), and the emergent spatial pattern, respectively, for different
combinations of predation risk (n50 ) and wave stress (g50 ). Here, κ1 = 0.001 and κ2 = 0.01.
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which mussels interact with their neighbors is not a given a priori
pattern but an emergent property of the interplay of movement
and attachment (Van de Koppel et al., 2008). The characteristic
labyrinth-like pattern frequently observed in mussel beds can
only persist due to between-mussel attachments; without such
byssal attachments (and, hence, cooperation), there would be
no spatial structure. As a consequence, there is a reciprocal
causality (Laland et al., 2011) between movement and attachment
strategies (which are shaped by selective forces and strongly
depend on the spatial configuration) and spatial structure (which
is an emergent property reflecting the underlying movement
and attachment patterns). Although it is widely acknowledged
that spatial structure plays a crucial role in the evolution
of cooperation (Nowak and May, 1992; Ohtsuki et al., 2006;
Allen et al., 2013; De Jager et al., 2017), many model studies
consider spatial structure as externally given and fixed rather
than an emergent property (e.g., Nowak and May, 1992; Vainstein
and Arenzon, 2001; Zhang et al., 2005; Ohtsuki et al., 2006;
Hui and McGeoch, 2007; Allen et al., 2013). In contrast, our
model takes account of the fact that, in many organisms,
spatial population structure is actively modified by the activities
of the organisms themselves and therefore emerges through
spatial self-organization (e.g., Bonabeau et al., 1997; Gautrais
et al., 2004; Jeanson et al., 2005; Moussaid et al., 2009;
De Jager et al., 2011, 2017).
Second, we investigate joint evolution of two traits,
aggregation and attachment, rather than univariate evolution.
Movement affects attachment: since byssus threads have a
limited length, attachment requires the presence of conspecifics
in the vicinity, and the clustering of individuals is to a large
extent caused by their movement strategy (De Jager et al.,
2011; Liu et al., 2013). Conversely, attachment directly affects
movement, because mussels attached to many neighbors are
strongly restricted in their movement. Accordingly, models for
the evolution of mussel cooperation should consider the joint
evolution of movement and attachment strategies. Although
some studies exist that examine the connection between
movement and cooperation (El Mouden and Gardner, 2008;
Hochberg et al., 2008) and/or the joint evolution of several traits
in models for the evolution of cooperation (e.g., Gardner and
West, 2004; Le Galliard et al., 2005; Brown and Taylor, 2010;
Mullon et al., 2016), most consider cooperation as a univariate
strategy (e.g., Dugatkin, 1997; Nowak and Sigmund, 2005; Foster
and Wenseleers, 2006; Lion and van Baalen, 2008; Clutton-Brock,
2009; Archetti et al., 2011; Bourke, 2011; Raihani et al., 2012;
De Jager et al., 2017). Our study highlights that investigating
the evolution of just a single trait without considering mutually
dependent companion traits can be misleading. Studying the
interplay of multiple traits that – through the interactions of
their ecological functions – define the fitness of individual
organisms may prove crucial for a thorough understanding of
eco-evolutionary dynamics.
Third, we demonstrate that selection at larger spatial scales
can be an emergent property of individual behavior. Mussel
attachment leads to the formation of clumps, and the survival
of a mussel in times of intense wave action is positively related
to the size of its clump. While predation targets individuals,
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entire mussel clumps can get dislodged by means of wave action.
Hence, predation and wave action are selection factors that act
on different spatial scales, where fitness of a mussel is determined
by both its attachment to direct neighbors and by the size of
the clump (Wilson and Wilson, 2007; Krupp, 2016). However,
selection in mussel beds is more complicated than described in
standard models of group structured populations (Van Boven and
Weissing, 1999; Thompson, 2000; Traulsen and Nowak, 2006;
Kohn, 2008; Burton et al., 2012; Molleman et al., 2013). In mussel
beds, both the number of direct neighbors and clump size are
emergent properties of mussel movement and attachment and
accordingly highly dynamic and variable in size.
By aggregating into tight clumps, mussels improve their own
survival, but also that of the others in the group, as the persistence
of clusters of mussels is determined by group-level properties
such as clump size. As persistence on a mussel bed strongly
affects survival, there is a considerable effect of the properties
of the clump on individual fitness (Krupp, 2016). Strikingly, this
clump effect emerges from the evolution of traits that determine
aggregative movement and attachment, through the processes of
ecological self-organization (De Jager et al., 2011). Considering a
large range of environmental and cost parameter combinations,
mussels seem to thrive best in labyrinth-like patterns, where
the balance between local clustering and large group formation
reduces losses by both predation and wave stress. Although
our model is restricted to selection at two spatial scales – i.e.,
local, nearest-neighbor protection against predation, and clumpscale protection against wave stress – selection at intermediate
spatial scales may be explored in future studies. Overall, our
study highlights the importance of ecological self-organization
on the effect of selection pressures in real-world populations. To
understand evolutionary processes in the context of real-world
ecosystems, it is crucial to realize that the interplay of ecological
and evolutionary processes can be an important determinant of
the adaptations of individual species.
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